
 

Fortnightly 

Newsletter 
Remote Teaching and Learning 

Friday 12th February 2021  

From the Headmistress 
Dear Parents, 

We all know that there is no substitute for children being at school 

with their friends and teachers; living, growing and learning 

alongside each other. It is the best way for them to develop their 

own individual personalities fully, as well as to share the important 

values of our school community. However, throughout the period in 

which we have been unable to be together physically due to the 

pandemic, I have been particularly proud of the way in which our 

staff and pupils have continued to adapt to changed circumstances 

to make the very best of the situation. Our parents, teachers and 

pupils have all been working very hard and I am very appreciative of everyone’s efforts.   

As a school that values the development of the children's character so highly, it was right and fitting that Mr 

Carradine should spend time in his Thought for the Day reflecting on the life of Captain Sir Tom Moore, who 

sadly died last week. Captain Tom is a real inspiration to us all: the epitome of humility and resilience, and 

a man who faced every challenge with optimism and wisdom saying, ‘For all those finding it difficult: the sun 

will shine on you again and the clouds will go away’ and ‘Tomorrow will be a good day.’  He was determined 

to make a difference and ‘walked the talk’ through his impressive fundraising for 

the NHS, an effort which captured the hearts of people across the world.  Thank 

you, Captain Tom, for showing us true human decency and for inspiring our 

community.   

What has become clear after a further six weeks away from school is that 

lockdown can and does breed creativity in all our pupils. The teachers’ and 

children’s enthusiasm has really helped to lift each day and fill it with hopeful 

determination. As just one example, my morning was invigorated earlier this 

week when I received a photo of Lucy’s entry for 

the Year 8 Bake Off - so creative and brilliantly 

baked. Wow! Following this Mrs Burton Smith sent 

through this wonderful picture by Molly in Year 1 

which made me smile and reminded me why I 

love working with children.  This Newsletter has 

more wonderful examples of our pupils’ creativity. 

My challenge to the pupils this half-term break is to put aside your devices, 

and instead look up and out, and get busy with something new: painting, 

inventing, designing, kite flying, roller skating, baking – anything that doesn’t 

require a screen!  

I hope you all have a restful and screen-free half-term. We have everything 

crossed for our return to school on 8th March. 

Shelley Lance  



 

UNLOCKING CREATIVITY IN LOCKDOWN  
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EMOTIONAL AND MENTAL HEALTH  

It is widely acknowledged that this period of 

remote learning and lockdown is adversely 

affecting the emotional and mental health of 

many children. You may be noticing first hand 

that your own child is feeling the knock-on 

effects of being away from school and the 

consequences associated with that - 

loneliness, anxiety, anger, frustration, sadness, a lack of 

motivation, unwillingness to engage, despondency. These are common 

reactions that children all over the world are experiencing as they 

manage their learning away from their physical classrooms. 

We are dealing proactively with the emotional and mental fallout of lockdown that our pupils are 

experiencing and we will continue to help and support them as we approach a possible return to school and 

the ongoing change this will bring. 

In order to further understand the feelings of our pupils, we have recently carried out a pupil survey to 

gauge their reactions to remote learning in general, and also to 

listen to their feedback about our particular provision. 

Amongst many positive comments about their progress and 

confident expressions of self-esteem, a significant number of pupils 

stated that they were struggling with the amount of screen time 

that they were engaging with each day. This is fully understandable. 

The mental and physical effects of such intensity can be difficult to 

deal with. 

With this in mind, we have been keen to 

encourage the pupils to take part in 

school and co-curricular activities after the 

school day that do not involve being in front 

of a screen. This is evidenced by the very 

successful Year 8 Bake Off and the Middle 

School Bring 

it On challenges. Lower School 

pupils spent a form period drawing 

daffodils - the mindful element of this task suiting many 

of them as a way of relaxing and having a much needed 

break from the digital world.  

Over half term we 

strongly encourage 

our pupils to log-off 

and to try and have an element of 

digital-detox in their time away from 

school.  

Parents of pupils in Years 3-8 have 

access to the TeenTips Wellbeing Hub, 

where you can find articles, podcasts, webinars and live Q&A sessions 

about children’s mental health. If you are yet to activate your subscription 

provided by Feltonfleet, please follow the instructions in the letter from the 

start of term, here.  

Elizabeth Cherry 

Deputy  Head, Pastoral 

Ding M, Reception 

Phoebe J 

Mia Z 

Amy v R 

Max F 

https://feltonfleet.fireflycloud.net/resource.aspx?id=159969&officeint=on


 

Mrs Salma Mousavi  

School Counsellor 

EMOTIONAL AND MENTAL HEALTH  

School Counsellor 

As you will have read in the Headmistress’ letter, we are delighted to have 

appointed an in-school counsellor for the pupils. Salma Mousavi joins us after half 

term and comes with a wealth of experience in counselling children, with particular 

expertise in anxiety management, childhood stress, and bereavement. Sessions 

will be funded by the School. Please contact either your child’s Form tutor, Year 

Leader, or Deputy Head Pastoral if you wish to discuss taking up this opportunity 

for your child. We will also be contacting parents of pupils whom we consider 

would benefit from Salma’s care and support.  

Elizabeth Cherry 

Deputy  Head, Pastoral 

Middle School have been getting creative in their 

“Bring It On” Challenge. Skills on display include 

photography, baking, cooking and painting. 

The standard of entries for the 

GR8 Bake Off, was amazing. It 

was very difficult to choose the 

winners! 

Luke N 

Lexi H 

Emily V S 

Elspeth W 

James H 

Frankie C, Yr 3 



 

The standard of the entries was truly amazing. See more fantastic 

creations on other pages. 

LOCKDOWN CREATIVITY  

 

Click to play the video 

The GR8 British Cake Off 
Year 8 have been set a baking challenge this week to increase 

time with family, think positively about times to come and 

reduce a bit of time on screens. They were asked to bake a cake 

and decorate in one of the following four themes: Feltonfleet 

School, Summer Dreams, My Favourite Holiday, School Values. 

Our professional baker (Miss Collard) provided a standard recipe 

for guidance and the cakes were  judged on creativity, 

accuracy,  theme connection and overall appearance. 

I have been overwhelmed by the creativity and brilliance of the Year 8 Pupils. Each cake was judged by Mr 

Thompson and guest judge Mr Coetzee. Mr Coetzee said of all the  entries, "I have been astonished by the 

creativity, form and colour used in each bake, and it has been an honour to be involved in the judging 

process".  The judges would like to thank all participants for their time and effort.   

 

Heather H 

Lucy K 

Allegra H 

Nathan F 

Ed Smith 

Head of Year 8 



 

PRE -PREP  

We have been delighted to see our Pre-Prep remote learners 

making the most of their time away from school to develop 

practical skills around the home in addition to the online 

lessons in which they have been participating. Essential skills 

such as button fastening and shoe lace tying, sorting healthy 

foods from unhealthy foods, using pegs, practising knife and 

fork skills are all developing alongside the onscreen learning.  

It has been wonderful to see pupils gaining confidence to 

present their independent research and creative learning in video links that signal a 

future generation of teachers in the making. 

With Zoom Sport Clubs at lunchtime and Weekend Warriors for their 

physical development, daily mindfulness and lots of creative activities on 

the menu, our Pre-Prep pupils continue to develop healthy minds and 

healthy bodies.  

We have all enjoyed finding out about Chinese New Year from Mrs Ip and 

wish all our Chinese families a very happy New Year celebration time for 

the coming weeks. 

Amanda Burton Smith 

Head of Pre-Prep 



 

LOWER SCHOOL  

Click to play the video 

This half term we have seen some fabulous 

examples of creativity from Lower School pupils 

who have risen to the challenges of remote 

learning.  

Year 3 have been enjoyed researching explorers 

and adventurers from the past and present. 

They have interpreted data in Maths, and shared 

their talents in Form Time.  

Year 4 have been finding out about 

people who have worked and 

campaigned in the areas of 

conservation and the 

environment.  The pupils created 

posters about climate change 

and factsheets for an endangered 

animal of their choice.  

Helen Marland 

Head of Lower School 



 

MIDDLE SCHOOL  

 

Click to play the video 

Lockdown Curriculum 

Creativity 

Middle School have worked diligently and with 

bundles of creativity this term as shown in these 

inspiring examples. It doesn’t stop with the pupils 

either. Mrs Lance was welcomed into a Year 6 

remote Maths class on the theme of Probability this week, where 

the concept was introduced in a game show format with Dr Farmer 

dressed in a Mad Hatter costume. What a superb way to ignite 

young minds!  

Amanda Wright 

Head of Middle School 

Year 5 Geography 
Year 5 History 

Lego being used 

to demonstrate 

the feudal system 

in Year 6 History 

Year 6 RE 

Year 5 Science 

Year 6 Science 



 

MIDDLE SCHOOL  

 

Click to play the video 

Focus on Drama 

Pupils in the Middle School have been 

making Movie Mash-Ups, taking two 

films or well-known stories to create a 

new and original story. They used so 

much imagination and creativity in their 

work, producing exciting pieces from 

stop-motion Lego animation to full-on lightsabre battles! 

David Swann 

Director of Drama 

https://app.seesaw.me/#/item/item.97542271-de88-49bf-b609-18d0e58784a1/share/aLKJkkVpS9a4dBLoHxgMQw
https://app.seesaw.me/#/item/item.7d0dca1f-e62a-4829-ae6c-6e1dfe53ccb7/share/0RImToDCQACDtv-avi3RWA


 

UPPER SCHOOL  

Focus on Year 7 Science 
Year 7 have been learning about atoms, 

elements and compounds and extending their 

learning into separation techniques. 

 

As part of our study of filtering 

techniques, we designed our own 

water filter.  

We carried out experiments, dissolving sugar in 

different temperatures and chromatography. 

We each made a brochure on an 

element of our choice and presented it 

via Zoom to the class.  

In Year 7 Science we have also been 

looking at renewable and non renewable 

energy. We were inspired by James 

Dyson to create our own wind turbines! 

Coming up with designs, testing them and 

finally improving them. There were some 

brilliant designs made! The winner was 

Willem H who managed to create a 

turbine that lifted over 20 coins!! Great 

work from all of you!  

Julia Crowe 

Science Subject Leader 

Will Davies 

Science Teacher 

https://app.seesaw.me/#/item/item.c380b9d8-e4ec-421c-b73f-9c758cd63e29/share/GERFYV38RyuilMetp91ErQ
https://app.seesaw.me/pages/shared_item?item_id=item.52f20e6a-24f0-49fc-84ec-3695ee1b9475&share_token=Pu0CZic8TSyYNLbr189kLw&mode=share
https://app.seesaw.me/#/item/item.d400db62-931e-4907-b666-438eecc01643/share/prztfterS2G4kyxGL2HI0g


 

UPPER SCHOOL  

Focus on Year 8 Science 
A look back at what the Year 8 pupils have 

been studying this half term. 

Year 8 cracked the speed, 

distance, time formula! Now 

they are all experts in it, maybe 

they can become the next Lewis 

Hamilton! 
We looked at the science behind the 

balancing act of a seesaw. 

Finally we all explored space! 

You now know all about the 

seasons and who knows, 

maybe you will be finding alien 

life soon... It could be closer 

than you think... Some of us 

did get to another planet and 

were able to send a postcard!  

Julia Crowe 

Science Subject Leader 

Matt Rochford 

Geography Subject Leader 

Focus on Geography 
Geography in the Upper School has focussed on 

Weather and Climate for Year 7 and Energy for Year 8. 

Year 7 have studied microclimates, the water cycle 

and are looking closely at types of rainfall including 

relief, convectional and frontal.  

Year 8 pupils have been learning about Energy. They 

have investigated how electricity is generated in the 

UK, the difference between fossil fuels and renewable 

energy and an in-depth look into the advantages and 

disadvantages of nuclear power and wind farms. The 

engagement and interest shown by Upper School 

pupils has been fantastic and it has been a pleasure to 

answer some of the many questions that have been 

asked as a result of the lessons taught.  

https://app.seesaw.me/pages/shared_item?item_id=item.f3511544-8727-433e-a4cc-aeeb67a34688&share_token=g-NVIg8jTfO_YwbLrIynsw&mode=share
https://app.seesaw.me/pages/shared_item?item_id=item.e77eb7f9-fb38-406d-b32e-23e85189fe35&share_token=rysli2NnRba3gVoLe8OMpg&mode=share


 

UPPER SCHOOL  

Focus on History 
This half term we have tried to make the Zoom classes as realistic as they are in 

school.  

Year 8 started the term looking at Henry VII, the “Forgotten Tudor” and the 

challenges he faced on seizing the crown after the Wars of the Roses. We studied 

the methods he employed to solve those issues and then analysed the success of 

his ventures.  

Currently, Year 8 are studying the Reformation and are about to join Henry VIII as he attempts to get 

a divorce or annulment from Catherine of Aragon, and the significant ramifications that follow. 

Year 7 have been on an adventure with Richard I as he embarked on the Third Crusade, with the 

capture of Jerusalem firmly in his sights. We left Richard mortally wounded at Châlus Castle and have 

now joined company with his brother King John as he attempts to solve significant issues unaware 

that,  a few years later, his barons will be forcing him to agree to the Magna Carta.  

Alongside the main topics of study, Years 7 & 8 have been given various challenges such as 15-word 

memory tests. However, one of the greatest successes has been the use of Zoom Breakout rooms, 

where small groups have been tasked with identifying anachronisms within a picture. Each group then 

has to collaborate and communicate as a team to identify and give reasons behind their selection of 

anachronisms. 

Peter Breakwell 

History Subject Leader 



 

UPPER SCHOOL  

Stem Talk with a Nuclear Submarine Engineer 
It was fantastic that Year 7 Scientists could welcome Grace Lusby to speak about her job 

as a nuclear submarine engineer. She spoke about all the challenges she faces at work 

and also about her journey to becoming a top engineer! 

Grace talked on a range of topics, from how the submarines are powered all the way 

through to what happens to all the waste created on the submarine! Maybe you’ll think 

again about going for a swim in the ocean! 

It was a thoroughly enjoyable talk, and Year 7 the Feltonfleet Science department would 

like to thank Grace for coming to speak to us. 

Grace used the above slide to explain the different options of powering 

the submarines.  Which one would you choose? 

Year 7 and the Science Dept. gave Grace a big virtual round of applause! 

Will Davies 

Science Teacher 

I enjoyed hearing about 

Grace’s experience and 

asking her questions at 

the end, it was really 

interesting. Oscar 

I really enjoyed learning about 

a new subject, especially about 

how the submarines are built, 

their walls are so thick! Harry 

I loved her enthusiasm 

for her job and the fact 

that one submarine is 

the same weight as 80 

aeroplanes! Lola 

I was fascinated to hear 

how the crew changed 

seawater into drinking 

water! Hannah 

If you work in a career 

involving science, 

technology, engineering or 

maths then we would love to 

hear from you. Please 

contact Mr Davies if you 

would be willing to share 

your experiences with our 

Upper School pupils.  



 

MUSIC  

 

Click to play the video 

Half-Term Round Up 
Click on each of the videos below to find out what pupils have been up to this term.  

Chris Andrews 

Director of Music 

Lower School 

Year 5 
Year 6 

Year 7 Year 8 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yRlv-4Axf0JMO1mWw9qhN7jSwQwzx6Kb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YvlCdgeyp3DMqM3tn3epfzL7aZzk0eDY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NcxXo6t1lJdDnB2bHuY7dECH0vE_SQNR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CDZyrXKP8Dv-mc2ILZxaYWFo_HmEZIcZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GzsD9HjI_QavnsAzAWJC9XREVTTZ5OUg/view?usp=sharing


 

SPORT  

Trek to Tokyo 

I am very proud to announce that the school 

community has walked, biked, run or scooted the 5,495 

miles to Tokyo since the start of term! This is a 

fantastic squad effort, and I am so happy that so many 

friends and families were able to contribute to the 

whole school challenge.. 

Thanks so much to all those who took part. 

Ed Smith 

Director of Sport 

Sports Clubs 

I am delighted to confirm that the sports clubs will be 

running again after half term. Each club provides the 

opportunity for children to connect with others in the 

school and to develop thier sporting skills.  

Each club is delivered on Zoom and supported by 

SeeSaw challenges and feedback opportunities with 

the hosts.  

As a reminder, the club times and days are on the 

'Beyond the Curriculum' Pages on Firefly here.  

Please do use this opportunity for sporting fun after 

half term.  

There are NO WEEKEND WARRIOR sessions over the 

half term period. 

Rising Star 
We were delighted to hear news that Year 8 Pupil 

Rohan has been awarded a “Rising Star” Award by 

Woking Borough Council.  During lockdown, Rohan 

started his “Cricket Nuggets” You Tube Channel 

featuring cricketing tutorials, which have had 

thousands of views and come to the attention of Sky 

Cricket.  Well done Rohan – definitely one to watch 

out for! 

https://feltonfleet.fireflycloud.net/pupil-remote-learning-centre/beyond-the-timetable-/feltonfleet-sport-clubs
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQvtivfHuOERePVg5qqhjPQ/featured


 

SPORT  

Section Challenge Update 

Our Section Challenges have been continuing and it has been fantastic to see 

pupils working hard to help their Sections be successful.  

Prep School Competition 

Last week's challenge was the Bat Tap Challenge and we saw some brilliant 

hand eye coordination as pupils used cricket bats, tennis rackets and hockey 

sticks to see how many times they could juggle a ball. Our winners were the Tigers, reasserting their 

dominance over the competition so far this term. This week we have had the Lockdown Long Jump 

Challenge. Pupils have been leaping and springing around recording some great distances. Again, the 

Tigers recorded victory to create a good lead at the top of the table going into half term.  

 

Pre-Prep Competition 

The Pre-Prep have continued to do a wonderful job on their Section Challenge as well. Last week we 

competed in the Sole Tap challenge. Everyone showed some great coordination and quick feet as Otters 

ran out winners. This week we have also been working on our Lockdown Long Jump. There has been 

some great power shown by some of our smallest pupils as Foxes ran out winners! Look out for a new 

challenge as we return from half term on Monday, February 22nd.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

James Thompson 

Head of Upper School, 

 Head of PE & Boys Games 

PRE-PREP LEAGUE TABLE 

No. of challenges:  3 

Position Section Points 

1st Otters 19 

2nd = Tigers 11 

2nd = Badgers 11 

3rd Foxes 10 

Bat Tap Challenge 

1st  Tigers 

2nd Badgers 

3rd Otters 

4th Foxes 

Lockdown Long Jump 

Challenge 

1st Tigers 

2nd Otters 

3rd Foxes 

4th Badgers 

PREP SCHOOL LEAGUE TABLE 

No. of challenges:  5 

Position Section Points 

1st Tigers 19 

2nd Otters 14 

3rd Foxes 10 

4th Badgers 9 

Pre-Prep Sole Tap 

Challenge 

1st Otters 

2nd Tigers 

3rd Badgers 

4th Foxes 

Pre-Prep Lockdown Long Jump 

Challenge 

1st Foxes 

2nd Otters 

3rd Tigers 

4th Badgers 



 

PROGRESS & ACHIEVEMENT  

HEADMISTRESS AWARDS 

  

 

 

 

Every fortnight, four pupils are nominated by their teachers for a Headmistress Award for outstanding 

examples of Positive Learning, Living or Leading.  We are pleased to announce this week’s award 

winners, who will receive their certificates in assembly on Monday. 

Year 2 

Luca M 

For creating and presenting his 

3D-shape rocket. 

Year 4 

Charlie H 

For showing resilience with 

remote learning. 

Year 6 

Emma W 

For her perseverance, effort and 

great creativity in Drama. 

Year 8 

Oliver E 

For his excellent engagement, 

work ethic and progress in Maths 

during Remote Learning.   



 

FRIENDS OF FELTONFLEET  

 

Click to play the video 

Food Bank Update 
Dear Parents, 

 

Thank you to everyone who has so kindly supported the weekly Oasis fresh 

food bank! The generosity of Feltonfleet families never ceases to amaze. 

Oasis has supported around 90 families each week during this lockdown and our efforts have really helped 

achieve this. This will be continuing over and after half term. Nursery parents are operating a car park 

collection for those at school and anyone is welcome to drop directly at Oasis on a Monday morning 

between 08:30 and 10:00.  

Wishing you all a lovely half term break! 

 

Many thanks 

Friends of Feltonfleet 

NOTICES  

Looking for A Screen-Free Activity in the Holidays?  
The Home School Bistro was launched by our caterers Holroyd Howe during the 

first lockdown to help families cook, teach and learn about delicious, nutritious food 

together.   

Here are this week’s cook along recipes from Head of Food Development Dan Collier. This 
week Dan has been cooking tuna or vegetable sushi with soy sauce, as well as cinnamon buns, 
both from the Home School Bistro with a helping hand from his daughters. 
  
The cook along videos to accompany the recipes attached can be found here, on Holroyd 
Howe’s YouTube channel. 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzEdVSas6rSEC868ezF1wMw 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzEdVSas6rSEC868ezF1wMw

